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Abstract: Organizational routines are at the core in capturing the typical way of how organizations accomplish
their tasks. This paper primarily summarizes the development of scholars’ understanding of the crucial role
that artifacts and the materiality play during the course of routines. We then focus on the material artifacts-
based exploration and exploitation carried out by multiple human actors, and create a link between individual
situated actions at the micro-level and the collective outcome as patterned routines. This discloses the under-
lying logic between human actors’ exploration and exploitation of material artifacts on the one hand, and the
‘(re)framing-overflowing’ interaction loop amidst routine performances and artifacts as artifactual representa-
tions (D’Adderio 2008, 2011) on the other. Subsequently, this study uses an agent-based approach to formalize
routines formation dynamics from the ‘bottom-up’. Our simulation results highlighted the relationships be-
tween the three crucial aspects – which include the interdependences between situated-actions within and
between organizational tasks, artifacts-based explorative and exploitative activities carried out by multiple hu-
man actors, and organizational structures or the power asymmetry characterizing interpersonal relationships
within the routine system. The research work theoretically enriches people’s understanding of routines for-
mation dynamics over time, and provides indications for managers in designing routine performances via the
artifacts.

Keywords: Organizational Routines, Routine Dynamics, Artifacts, Exploration and Exploitation, Agent-Based
Modeling (ABM)

Introduction

1.1 Organizational routines are commonly defined as ‘recognizable, repetitive pattern of interdependent actions’
carried out by multiple human actors (Feldman & Pentland 2003, p.96), and they play a crucial role in capturing
the typical way of how organizations accomplish their tasks (Nelson & Winter 1982; Becker 2008). Over the last
few decades, researchers have engaged practice theory and addressed routines as effortful and emergent ac-
complishments (Pentland & Rueter 1994; Feldman 2000; Feldman & Pentland 2003). By highlighting the role of
human actors and agency, researchers emphasized the generative nature of routines and conceived routines
as practices with internal structure, processes and dynamics which contribute to both stability and change in
organizations (Feldman & Pentland 2003; Feldman et al. 2016; Feldman 2021). Subsequently, routine dynam-
ics as one branch of research on organizational routines has experienced a rapid growth and become firmly
embedded in academic thinking relating to organizational learning and capabilities (Zollo & Winter 2002; Fe-
lin & Foss 2009; Parmigiani & Howard-Grenville 2011), organizational change (Nigam et al. 2016), creativity and
innovation (Sonenshein 2016; Lin et al. 2017, 2021), and so forth.
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1.2 Some literature concerned the importance of artifacts and the materiality – i.e., artifactual representations of
routines ranging from formal rules and standard operational procedures (SOPs) to machines and technology
(Pentland & Feldman 2008, 2005) – that serve as mediators in human cognition and activity, shaping the course
of organizational routines in the practice. According to Pentland & Feldman (2005), Pentland & Feldman (2008)
and Bapuji et al. (2012), such artifacts and the materiality differ from the specific performance and abstract pat-
terns of routines. However, they provide certain material contexts for multiple human actors to act and interact,
enacting the performance of routines repetitively. D’Adderio (2008), D’Adderio (2011) further elaborated on the
intricate relationship between procedures inherent in artifacts and actual performances of routines, describ-
ing it as interactive cycles of ‘framing, overflowing, and reframing’ of knowledge inputs and actions (D’Adderio
2008, p.769). Artifacts such as written rules, machines and technology provide guidance and control for the
enactment of routines by delimiting and closing search spaces. However, they are incomplete and cannot fully
determine actions (Reynaud 2005; D’Adderio 2008, 2011; Yang et al. 2020). On one hand, the material property
of artifacts conveys a particular set of symbolic messages facilitate certain courses of actions and make others
more difficult at the same time, for participants to accomplish their organizational tasks repetitively (Caccia-
tori 2012). On the other hand, those symbolic messages embodied in various artifacts need to be interpreted
to affect patterned routines in practice.

1.3 D’Adderio (2008) asserted that multiple human actors can always operate discretion in interpreting the sym-
bolic messages embodied and displayed in artifacts and ‘ultimately decide whether, how and when to abide
by, work around or altogether reject them’ (p.773). In other words, human actors can either explore or exploit
artifacts such as written rules, machines, and technology to pursue new knowledge on how to perform their
organizational work (Pentland & Feldman 2008). Following March’s (1991) exploration-exploitation framework,
we view exploitation here as involving utilization, or local search to traverse for the ‘best’ solutions through the
search space predetermined by human actors’ situation-specific (re)interpretation in the use and development
of existing artifacts (D’Adderio 2008, 2011; Geiger & Schröder 2014), and exploration as a distant or long jump
of the strategical search process to get new understandings through organizational learning. For example, hu-
man actors communicate with and imitate from partners either consciously with some strong incentives or not
(Hodgson 2008; Knudsen 2008). Although exploitation is perceived to yield predictable increments in perfor-
mance, exploration is often associated with uncertain results on the enactment of routines (Gupta et al. 2006;
Lavie et al. 2011; den Hamer & Frenken 2021). Since March’s (1991) groundbreaking paper, there have been sub-
stantial publications on exploration-exploitation within and across organizations (Almahendra & Ambos 2015;
Wilden et al. 2018). However, our understanding of the role of artifacts-based exploration and exploitation in
routine dynamics is still limited.

1.4 To fill the research gap, we utilized an agent-based approach to model the intricate relationship between artifacts-
based explorative and exploitative activities carried out by multiple human actors on the one hand, and the
interactive process between artifacts and routine performance – i.e., the ‘framing, overflowing and reframing’
cycle – on the other. Our study is built on the concept community for a couple of reasons. Firstly, as Cohendet &
Llerena (2003) noted that routines are usually shaped and determined at an intermediate level, rather than in-
dividual or organizational levels; Secondly, researchers in the routines field have highlighted the importance of
the manner and quality of interactions between human actors distributed across the organization (Feldman &
Rafaeli 2002; Turner & Rindova 2012). Hence, (re)focusing on the performing actors could provide a useful lens
to enhance people’s understanding of routine dynamics (Sargis-Roussel et al. 2017; Danner-Schröder 2021).
The third reason is that the literature on learning theory also examined how the structure of social networks
among individuals can affect the organizational performance through exploration and exploitation regarding
human-made artifacts (Lazer & Friedman 2007; den Hamer & Frenken 2021).

1.5 Our main objective of this study is to apply the agent-based modeling (ABM) method (Kahl & Meyer 2016; Gómez-
cruz et al. 2017; Gao & Akbaritabar 2022) to formalize the internal structure and processes underpinning the for-
mation dynamics of organizational routines. Positioning organizational routines as an effortful and emergent
property (Feldman 2000; Feldman & Pentland 2003), the agent-based model focuses on the artifacts-based ex-
ploration and exploitation at the micro level and investigates the collective outcome of patterned routines from
the ‘bottom-up’. Based on the simulation data, we analyze and identify the impact of such artifacts-based ex-
plorative and exploitative activities on routines’ formation dynamics. In doing so, we aim to enrich the extant
literature at understanding of how social and material settings affect routines’ formation dynamics, hence the-
oretically contribute to organizational routines literature.

1.6 The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the relevant literature and formulates a conceptual
framework serving as theoretical foundations of the research work. Section 3 then shows the design of the
agent-based model in detail. Thereafter, we design the simulation experiments, test and verified the simulation
outputs, and present simulation results in Section 4. This is followed by discussions and conclusion parts in
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section 5 and 6, respectively.

Theoretical Foundations

Artifacts at the center of routines

2.1 It has been widespread consensus that routines are certain generative systems consisting of two distinct as-
pects (Feldman & Pentland 2003; Feldman et al. 2016). One is the ostensive, referring ‘the ideal or schematic
form’ of a routine that shapes people’s perception of what the routine is’, or ‘the routine in principle’; the other
one is the performative, referring ‘the specific actions taken by specific people at specific times’, or ‘the routine
in practice’ (Feldman & Pentland 2003, p.101-102). These two aspects are recursive and mutually constitutive,
implying that the ostensive not only guides performances, but also is created and recreated from them (Pent-
land & Feldman 2005, 2008). In any practical setting, Pentland & Feldman (2005) asserted that the two aspects
may ‘be codified or prescribed, as well as enabled and constrained’, by various artifacts (P.795). Those artifacts
as physical manifestations reflect and influence both the ostensive and performative aspects of routines. Pent-
land & Feldman (2005), Pentland & Feldman (2008) placed artifacts outside of the routine itself to illustrate the
interactive influence of artifacts and routines (see in Figure 1a), stating that artifacts were ‘different from either
the specific performance or the abstract patterns’ and that they ‘can be incorporated into the routine in a variety
of ways’ (Pentland & Feldman 2008, p.244).

2.2 Drawing from recent advances in routines and performative theory, D’Adderio (2008), D’Adderio (2011) pro-
posed artifacts as mediators in human cognition and activity, which brings artifacts and materiality from the
periphery to the core of routines (as shown in Figure 1b). This view considers artifacts as integral parts of,
rather than resting outside the routines (D’Adderio 2011), acknowledging the mutual shaping relationship be-
tween artifacts as human made objects on the one hand, and the ostensive patterns and specific performances
of routines on the other. This perspective offers a potential for researchers to capture the internal dynamics
underpinning routines’ emergence and evolutionary processes.

2.3 Moreover, Pentland & Hæ rem (2015), Feldman et al. (2016) and Pentland et al. (2017) put situated action in the
foreground and proposed an action-centric agenda for routine dynamics research, suggesting that ‘patterns of
actions offer a useful addition to our repertoire as a unit of analysis’ (Pentland et al. 2017, p.137). Although
concentrating on situated action helps to better understand the internal structure and dynamics of routines,
the success of routines to a large extent depends on the interpersonal interactions of human actors (Danner-
Schröder 2021). The fact is that multiple actors involved in the routines are often heterogenous and distributed
across the organization (Becker 2004). They act and interact with each other, and the manner and quality of such
interpersonal interactions help create shared understandings which influence the individuals’ situated actions,
ultimately enabling either stability and change in organizational routines (Feldman & Rafaeli 2002; Pentland &
Feldman 2005; Turner & Rindova 2012; Dionysiou & Tsoukas 2013). Additionally, the material property of arti-
facts often creates both constraints and affordances which substantively influence how human actors perform
routines (D’Adderio 2008, 2011). In this sense, Gao et al. (2018) and Gao (2019) pointed out that researchers can
capture the nexus between individual situated actions and the collective outcome as patterned routines by fo-
cusing on the significant role of artifacts in the enactment of routines, as illustrated in Figure 1c. This approach
provides a solution to unlock the ‘black box’ of organizational routines and reveal the micro-mechanisms un-
derpinning routine dynamics.
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Figure 1: Development trajectory of the role that artifacts play in routines theory (a) Relations between artifacts
and the ostensive/performative (Source: Pentland & Feldman 2005); (b) Artifacts from the periphery to the cen-
ter of routines (Source: D’Adderio 2011); (c) Artifacts as a nexus between individual situated actions and the
collective outcome as patterned routines (Source: Gao 2019).

Artifacts-based exploration and exploitation in routine performances

2.4 When opening up the ‘black box’ of routines to analyze how the different aspects of routines interact and what
the influence of artifacts and agencies is on routine dynamics, D’Adderio (2008), D’Adderio (2011) described the
interplay between procedures inherent in artifacts and actual performances of routines as interactive cycles
of (re)framing and overflowing of knowledge inputs and actions. The (re)framing action exerted by constraints
from artifacts ‘delimits and closes search spaces’ of human actors (D’Adderio 2008, p.770), providing guidance
and control to set ‘the boundaries of what can be done and what cannot be done’ (D’Adderio 2011, p.219). In
this sense, the ‘(re)framing’ brings convergence between the artifacts-embedded description and actual perfor-
mances of the same routine. However, these (re)framing actions are never complete and there is always room
for adaptation and change, which leads to overflowing and opens up new search spaces (D’Adderio 2008). While
the ‘(re)framing’ view often defines the role of artifacts as deterministic and equates the course of human prac-
tices as being reproduced automatically without adaptation or resistance, the ‘overflowing’ view by contrast
highlights the ability of human actors to interpret, modify or even disregard the rules or procedures embedded
in artifacts (D’Adderio 2008, 2011; Dionysiou & Tsoukas 2013).

2.5 By placing artifacts and materiality at the center, rather than periphery of routines (D’Adderio 2008, 2011), re-
searchers can concentrate on the interaction between human and non-human actants (i.e., the multiple indi-
vidual actors and artifacts, respectively) involved in the routines (Pentland & Feldman 2008; Gao et al. 2018).
We then resort to human actors’ exploration and exploitation regarding certain artifacts to unearth the micro-
mechanisms underpinning those translation processes from artifacts as artifactual representations to the per-
formance of routines and vice versa, as shown in Figure 2. Artifacts often predetermine the boundaries of search
spaces for human actors to enact routines (D’Adderio 2008, 2011; Geiger & Schröder 2014). This means that,
when accomplishing the organizational tasks iteratively, human actors have only finite alternatives based on
their situation-specific interpretation regarding existing artifacts. These human actors are bounded rational
decision makers (Simon 1997) who pursue to make rational decisions to maximize their own rewards but oper-
ate under limited information and cognitive constraints. Hence, exploitation implies that human actors would
utilize – e.g., by experimental refinement and reuse of (March 1991; Baum et al. 2000) – their (re)interpretation
regarding artifacts. Consequently, the human actors incrementally improve their performances based on the
cumulative experience and move step-by-step to the ‘best’ solution during their repetitive enactment of rou-
tines.
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Figure 2: Artifacts-based exploration and exploitation beneath the ‘(re)framing-overflowing’ interaction be-
tween routine performances and artifacts as artifactual representations.

2.6 However, participants’ choices within individual search spaces are usually restricted due to their limited capac-
ity for interpretation when using targeted artifacts and cognitive constraints imposed by the material property
of artifacts themselves (Pentland & Feldman 2008; Geiger & Schröder 2014). Such exploitative activities of hu-
man actors lead to the ‘(re)framing’, or more specifically, the convergence between the artifacts-embedded
description of routines, and the routines’ actual performances.

2.7 Human actors with bounded rationality intend to explore and acquire new understanding or knowledge in
their situated actions (Gupta et al. 2006) through organizational learning. For example, learning could occur
through communication with or imitation of partners (Hodgson 2008; Knudsen 2008). This opens individuals’
search spaces and leads to the ‘overflowing’ – that is, the divergence between artifacts as artifactual representa-
tions and the actual performances of routines. This creates adaption and change during the course of routines
(Howard-Grenville 2005; D’Adderio 2008), ultimately, varying organizational performance in manners (Stadler
et al. 2014).

Design of the Model

The task environment

3.1 In our setting, the organizational activity is performed simultaneously by Q agents (i.e., human actors) within
a community. Each agent q (1 ≤ q ≤ Q) faces an organizational task that can be expressed as the vector of N
component actions actionq = (aq,1, . . . , aq,n, . . . , aq,N ). The total tasks of the community can be depicted as
that:

TASKtotal = {a1,1, . . . , a1,n, . . . , a1,N ; . . . ; aq,1, . . . , aq,n, . . . , aq,N ; . . . ; aQ,1, . . . , aQ,n, . . . , aQ,N} (1)

3.2 Here, the variable aq,n represents the nth component action carried out by agent q (1 ≤ q ≤ Q; 1 ≤ n ≤
N ). For each of those component actions, there are two discrete states being noted as 0 or 1 representing
different choices undertaken by the agent q to cope with the sub-tasks it faces. All theQ×N component actions
intertwine, and they together make up a collection – or in other words, a patterned sequence – of actions that
we call an actual performance of the routine (Feldman & Pentland 2003; Knudsen 2008).

3.3 We utilize the NKCS model (Kauffman & Johnsen 1991; Levitan et al. 2002) to formalize the interdependencies
between individual actions as that: for each agent q, the performance contribution of action aq,n (1 ≤ q ≤ Q;
1 ≤ n ≤ N ) not only depend on this action’s own status, but also is affected by (1) K other actions of the agent
q itself, and (2) C actions assigned to S other agents, as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Depiction of the routine as patterned actions by following the NKCS framework (where Q = 3, N = 6,
K = 2, C = 1, S = 1)

3.4 Therefore, for the action list actionq = (aq,1, . . . , aq,n, . . . , aq,N ) of agent q (1 ≤ q ≤ Q), the performance
contribution of each action aq,n can be defined as that,

f(aq,n) = f(aq,n; aq,1, . . . , aq,k, . . . , aq,K ; . . . a1,1, . . . , a1,C ; . . . ; as,1, . . . , as,C ; . . . ; aS,1, . . . , aS,C) (2)

3.5 Here the variablesaq,1, . . . , aq,k, . . . , aq,K (wherek ̸= n) represent theK other actions carried out by the agent
q; and a1,1, . . . , a1,C ; . . . ; as,1, . . . , as,C ; . . . ; . . . , aS,1, . . . , aS,C (where s ̸= q) represent the C × S actions
of the other S agents. We generate the performance contribution values of those component actions from
a uniformly distributed function f(aq,n) ∼ U [0, 1] by following Kauffman’s (1993) theory. All those uniform
random numbers constitute a N × 21+K+CS matrix as the entire landscape of the agent q’s task environment.

3.6 However, all agents within a unit (e.g., a community, group, team, etc.) are usually organized with common
goals. Hence, they are more or less similar to each other (Civettini 2007), and they operate in a very similar
environment. To model the similarity of agents and the closeness between task environments of those similar
agents within the community, in this paper, we use the algorithm of ρMNK-landscapes (Verel et al. 2013)
to generate Q landscape matrixes – where each landscape matrix for one agent within the community – with
pairwise correlations are given as:

ρ = corr(f(aq,n), f(aq′ ,n)) (1 ≤ q, q
′
≤ Q and q ̸= q

′
; 1 ≤ n ≤ N) (3)

where ρ ∈ [0, 1]. In our model, we let the value of ρ as a constant ρ = 0.90, which represents a relatively high
level of similarity between task environments of different agents.

3.7 Next, at any time period t, we define the performance of agent q (1 ≤ q ≤ Q) equals to the average value of
performance contributions of all the individual actions assigned to it.

h(t)
q =

1

N

N∑
n=1

f(a(t)q,n) (4)

3.8 Whilst the community’s overall performance is a mean of all the agents’ performances,

H(t) =
1

Q

Q∑
q=1

h(t)
q =

1

QN

Q∑
q=1

N∑
n=1

f(a(t)q,n) (5)

3.9 It is obvious that the higher the H(t) value is, the better of the community’s performance, meaning the more
adaptiveness of the community to the living environment it would be.
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Agents and activities

3.10 This study treats all agents in the community as interdependent and autonomous. They aim to achieve both
individual and common shared goals by iteratively accomplishing given organizational tasks. At each sim-
ulation tick t, the agent q (1 ≤ q ≤ Q) with bounded rationality carries out a list of actions action

(t)
q =

(a
(t)
q,1, . . . , a

(t)
q,n, . . . , a

(t)
q,N ), and pursues to maximize its own rewards – i.e., the performance values h(t)

q as de-
fined in Equation 4 – by successively using the exploration and exploitation strategies as presented in the flowchart
in Figure 4. Meanwhile, we illustrate the mechanisms underpinning the agents’ exploration and exploitation
regarding artifacts as shown in Figure 5. Every agent can undertake individual actions in different ways which
are constrained and afforded by existing artifacts and can be denoted as 0 or 1 in our model. Weichbrodt &
Grote (2010) and Gao et al. (2018) highlighted the considerable variation in the degree to which artifacts as ar-
tifactual representations prescribe and influence individual action. They distinguished those formal rules and
procedures as cognitive representations of artifacts and the materiality into two types. The first one is process-
rules or knowledge of standards and regulation that dictate ‘the exact process of how to carry out a task from
beginning to end’ (Weichbrodt & Grote 2010, p.23), which facilitate participants’ exploitation activities. In con-
trast, the second type refers to goal-rules or knowledge of innovation and change, which function as boundaries
shaping individual actions and giving human actors freedom to pursue variation and change, thus promoting
participants’ exploration and creativity.

Figure 4: The flowchart for agents to execute during the simulation process.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of the agent’s exploration-exploitation strategies (where N = 6).

3.11 When the agent faces competitive pressure (e.g., having the smallest performance value among its neighbors),
it tends to achieve exploitation based on its understanding and interpretation of existing artifacts. Exploitation
refers to agents’ utilization of process-rules within artifacts and their locally search for incremental improve-
ments towards the optimal solution step-by-step, despite being limited by their myopia. For example, an agent
randomly selects only one bitstring of its actions list at a time, and vary the bitstring’s value from 0 to 1 or vice
versa. If the agent finds the alternative solution outperforms its current state (i.e., with a better performance
value h(t)), it then adopts that solution at the next simulation tick.

3.12 When the exploitation fails, the agents explore goal-rules of artifacts through a distant or long jump facilitated by
organizational learning. This involves communicating with and imitating from partners either consciously with
some strong incentives or not (Hodgson 2008; Knudsen 2008). In this paper, we consider the impact of power
asymmetry among interaction partners on routine dynamics (Danner-Schröder 2021), and formalize interper-
sonal interrelationships within the community in accordance with different types of network structures. We
primarily use random network as the benchmark and consider two different networks including the Star-shape
and Fully-connected network models, representing vertical (supervisor-subordinate) and horizontal (coworker)
organizational structures, respectively (see in Figure 6). These two types of organizational structures corre-
spond with the two ends of the spectrum of formal power distribution from high to low levels of power asym-
metry.
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Figure 6: Network structures with nodes as agents and links between nodes representing communication ties
(where Q = 10). (a) Random network (Benchmark); (b) Star-shape network (high level of power asymmetry);
And (c) Fully-connected network (low level of power asymmetry).

3.13 However, it worth noting that copying exactly from partners is often not an ideal approach due to the dissim-
ilarity of the local living environment between agents (Winter & Szulanski 2001). In this case, we design the
strategy of exploration inspired by the crossover in genetic algorithms (GA) (Mitchell 1996; Lazer & Friedman
2007) wherein an agent takes a part of its current solution (e.g., a subset of its own actions list) and mixes it
with another chunk of bitstrings from one of its partners to generate an alternative solution. However, for du-
plication of each bitstring, there might be errors (Csaszar & Siggelkow 2010) resulting failures of copying the
exact action, and the bitstring keeps unchanged. Let the probability of errors in duplicating each action as
perror (0 ≤ perror ≤ 1), if there are da (1 ≤ da < N ) different bitstring values from chunks between the repli-
cator and replicatee agents, then we have the possibility of copying exactly as that pce = (1− perror)

da , where
0 ≤ pce ≤ 1. The agent then compares the alternative solution’s performance with that of its current status,
subsequently deciding whether to adopt it at the next simulation tick or not. It has been proven that such a
mixing strategy could greatly improve the search process and hence providing ‘a key way of finding short cuts
in the problem space’ (Lazer & Friedman 2007, p.676).

Simulation Experiments, Test, Verification, and Results

Simulation experiments

4.1 We construct our model using NetLogo, an agent-based programmable modeling environment developed by
Uri Wilensky from Northwestern University, US (The codes are available at CoMSES Net Archive: https://ww
w.comses.net/codebase-release/389e39dd-dff6-460b-93b9-954bd1d7d06e/). Some software engi-
neering methods such as structured code walkthroughs and unit testing (North and Macal, 2007) are employed
to ensure that the simulation model is comprehensively verified.

4.2 This study is aimed to investigate the role that human actors’ explorative and exploitative activities regarding
artifacts would play during the enactment of organizational routines. Additionally, we considered the influence
of interpersonal interactions and power asymmetry characterized by different network structures as shown in
Figure 6, and the component complexity and near-decomposability of organizational tasks, which are repre-
sented by the N and K, C, S values as aforementioned.

4.3 We primarily used the random network as represented in Figure 6a as the benchmark with default input settings
listed in Table 1. Our focus is on the community of agents living in a stable environment, where we assume that
the task environments all agents face are relatively similarity with pairwise correlations as a constant ρ = 0.90,
and that there are no errors when agents communicate and imitate from partners (i.e., perror = 0.00). With
this simple scenario as testbed, we vary both parametric (e.g., Q = 5, 10, 15, 20; N = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12) and non-
parametric inputs (e.g., isExploit/isExplore = FALSE, TRUE) in the following subsection. We conducted
a series of sensitivity analysis (Borgonovo et al. 2022) and additional ‘trial-and-error’ experiments to not only
explore the parameter space, but also test the robustness and verifying the simulation model across different
scales.
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Table 1: Input settings of the simulation model.

Input parameter Default value(s) Description
Q 5, 10, 15, 20 Number of agents involved in the community,

each with one task to cope with iteratively.
N 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 Number of component actions required to ac-

complish an organizational task.
K 0, 1, 2, 3 Internal coupling degree of the organizational

task.
[C, S] [1], [0, 1] External coupling degree between organizational

tasks.
ρ 0.90 Similarity of the task environments between

agents.
[isExplore, isExploit] [FALSE, TRUE], [FALSE,

TRUE]
Boolean variables that determine whether explo-
ration and exploitation activities occur (TRUE)
or not (FALSE), indicating either goal-rules or
process-rules, and even the both regarding arti-
facts and the materiality are considered in the
simulation model.

perror 0.00, 0.01 Probability of errors occurring in imitation be-
tween agents.

net [‘Random’, ‘Star-shape’, ‘Fully-
connected’]

Network structure that represents the interper-
sonal interrelationship of agents within the com-
munity.

4.4 To investigate the influence of interpersonal interconnection and power asymmetry between agents on the
enactment of routines, we expand the benchmark scenario to compare the simulation outcomes between Star-
shape and Fully-connected network structures, which we refer to as Scenario I. Furthermore, we introduced in
the probability of errors occurring in agents’ imitation activities (i.e., perror = 0.01) to evaluate the effects of
minor disturbances of explorative activities on routines performance while keeping the other input settings the
same as those in Scenario I. This new scenario is called Scenario II. However, the environment in which the
community of agents live remains unchanged across the simulation progress.

4.5 Our model utilizes two aggregate measures to evaluate the simulation outputs. The first measure, referred to
as the community’s performance (i.e., the parameter value H(t) as defined in Equation 5). This measure serves
as a critical indicator to evaluate the overall outcome of action sequences that carried out by the community of
agents iteratively.

4.6 The second measure, known as ls, measures the synchrony level, which refers to the similarity of action se-
quences between different agents. Specifically, for any two agents q and q

′
(1 ≤ q, q

′ ≤ Q; and q ̸= q
′
), we

define the pairwise cosine similarity of their actions sequences as:

l
(t)

sq,q′
=

aq,naq′ ,n
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4.7 We then define the output Ls as the average of all the pairwise similarity values:

L(t)
s =

2

Q(Q− 1)

Q−1∑
q=1

Q∑
q′=q+1

(l
(t)

sq,q′
) (7)

4.8 We have that 0 ≤ Ls ≤ 1. The bigger the value of the variable Ls is, the more synchronous of the action
sequences among agents would be, which to some extent implies a much higher routinization level of collective
behaviors across the community.

Test and verification of the simulation outputs

4.9 In this section, we used the benchmark scenario and perform sensitivity analysis (SA) of both parametric and
non-parametric inputs of the model to test the robustness and verify the simulation outputs (Borgonovo et al.
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2022). Specifically, we examined explorative and exploitative activities of the agents simultaneously (i.e., isExplore =
isExploit = TRUE), and vary Q, N , K and S values to identify their impacts on the model’s outputs.

4.10 To address stochasticity inherent in the simulation model and prevent under-/over- powering our simulation
results (Secchi & Seri 2017), we set the significance level alpha = 0.01 and the power 1− β = 0.90 based on a
pilot study and previous testing experiments. We carry out the power analysis using the ANOVA test technique
provided by the pwr package of R (see detailed information at https://cran.r-project.org/web/packa
ges/pwr/index.html). For the benchmark scenario, we followed a full factorial design and calculated the
ideal number of simulation runs required for it, numSimRunsideal = 47.99. By following the SESOI approach
given by Secchi & Seri (2017), we set the actual number of simulation runs for each parameter configuration
numSimRunsactual = 50, resulting in an estimated expected power (EEP) of 0.92. Moreover, we run each
simulation 6000 rounds, which is sufficient for results to converge into a stable status – i.e., if such a stable
status actually exists.

4.11 Input-output relations of the simulation model under the benchmark scenario are shown in Figure 7 and Figure
8, which indicate that the change of Q and N values only affects the range of variation but not the median
values of the distribution of output series including the synchrony of the action sequences among agents Ls

and the community’s performanceH (see in Figure 7, Figure 8a and b). However, there is a negative relationship
between Q values and the simulation output Ls (see in Figure 8a). The community size Q and the component
complexity of organizational tasks N determine the scale of our simulation model. With the increase of Q and
N values, it would lead to a larger-scale problem to be solved, requiring much computation resources and cost
of time for all the simulation runs.

4.12 Furthermore, Figure 8c and d reveal that modifications to both internal and external interdependence of orga-
nizational tasks (i.e., here, the corresponding K and S values) produce notable fluctuations of the simulation
outputs such as Ls and H . As K and S values increase, the increment of internal and external interdepen-
dences of the organizational tasks that each agent in the community repetitively faces respectively strengthens
the connection between individual actions within and between different organizational tasks. This can create
resistance and difficulties in modifying individual actions, leading to a reduction in the level of the behavioral
synchrony among agents (e.g., relatively small Ls values as shown in Figure 8c and d). In contrast, the mutual
impact of K and S values on the community’s performance H exhibits different patterns that requires further
exploration in the next step.

Figure 7: A sketch of the input-output relations under the benchmark scenario.
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Figure 8: Impact of primary inputs Q, N , K and S on the distribution of simulation outputs under the bench-
mark scenario (a) Q; (b) N ; (c) K; and (d) S.

4.13 In summary, based on analyzing results under the benchmark scenario as shown above, we confirm that our
simulation model behaves robustly to serial variation of primary input parameter values Q, N , K and S. Gao
et al. (2018) argued that ‘the magnitude of participants in routines often varies from case to case’ (p.493). For
simplicity and making the trade-off of computation resources, in the following sections, we set the community
size Q = 10 and the indicator of component complexity of organizational tasks N = 8, and investigate simu-
lation results of several scenarios with different parameter configurations of K and S. However, we have that
0 ≤ K ≤ N − 1 drawing on Kauffman & Johnsen’s (1991) work on the NKCS model. In order to test the impact
of extreme K values, we hereafter change its default setting as that K = 0, 1, 3, 7.

4.14 We then check the consequences of non-parameter inputs including both exploitation and exploration rules of
the agents (i.e., isExplore = isExploit = FALSE, TRUE). We set the actual number of simulation runs
for each parameter configuration numSimRunsactual = 150 with the estimated expected power (EEP) bigger
than 0.90, and keep each simulation run lasts 6000 rounds. We calculate mean values of each simulation output
over all simulation runs (as shown in Figure 9a and 9b), from which we conclude that:

4.15 (1) Exploitation generally outperforms exploration, resulting in higher levels of both synchrony of actions among
agents Ls and the community performance H . However, when the parameter K equals to big values such as
3 and 7 (as shown in the first two rows of the graphs), the dominance of exploitation on Ls is weakened. The
advantage of exploitation over exploration is due to the fact that although exploration can generate novelty
through distant or long jump of strategic search, the bounded capacity of agents to only communicate and
imitate from finite number of connected partners limits opportunities for the exploration. Furthermore, the
dissimilarity of the locally living environment between agents also impedes human actors from the imitating
and exploring progress.

4.16 In contrast, exploitation optimizes behavioral strategies of agents gradually during the repetitive accomplish-
ment of organizational tasks. This leads to a high synchrony level of individual actions (Ls) especially when
component actions within each task are loosely coupled (i.e., the parameter K equals to small values like 0
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and 1 in the graphs, see the red and blue curves in the top row of Figure 9a). However, despite improving the
community’s performance H , exploitation spends much more simulation ticks to reach the stable status com-
pared to exploration (see in the top row of Figure 9b). Additionally, our findings indicate that exploration and
exploitation, when combined, exhibit some synergistic effect – i.e., resulting in much better performance than
either approach alone, as shown in the bottom row of graphs in Figure 9a and 9b.

4.17 (2) Increasing the coupling relationship of actions both within and between organizational tasks (i.e., the in-
crease ofK andS values) leads to resistance and difficulties in changing individual actions carried out by agents
in the community. For every assembly of exploitation and exploration rule settings, this stickiness of individual
actions remarkably reduces the behavioral synchrony level among agents (i.e., relatively small values of the
output parameter Ls as shown in Figure 9a). However, as the value of the parameter K increases, it has less
influence on the routines system (e.g., when K = 3 and 7 as indicated by the green and purple curves in Figure
9a). This effect is especially evident in the situation when the parameter value S equals to 1 (see in the right
column of Figure 9a).

4.18 The stickiness of individual actions within rather than between organizational tasks (i.e., indicated by the pa-
rameter K, instead of S values) operates more effective in helping the routine system resist random variations,
resulting a high performance of the community of agents (i.e., with high H values as shown in Figure 9b). How-
ever, there is no significant impact of K values in the situation when only the exploration rule works (see in the
middle row of Figure 9b).

4.19 When comparing the impact ofK andS values on the simulation outputs, we observe the very distinct patterns
as demonstrated in Figure 9a and 9b – i.e., increasing the stickiness of individual actions (e.g., the increase of
either K or S values) to a certain degree decreases the synchrony level of actions Ls, but it positively affects
the community’s performance H . This implies that organizational designers need to make a trade-off between
these two factors.

Figure 9: Impact of exploitation-exploration rules of agents on the simulation outputs (a) the synchrony level
of actions among agents Ls; And (b) the community’s performance H .

4.20 Our simulation model treated the alternative specifications of non-parametric elements, namely exploitation
and exploration rules followed by the agents as the levels of categorical variables (Borgonovo et al. 2022). By
doing so, we evaluate the model’s performance under the benchmark scenario to determine the contribution of
agents’ behavioral rules to the variance of simulation outputs. From the analyzing results as presented above,
we can confirm the validity of our simulation model.
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Simulation results

4.21 In this section, we discuss the impact of power asymmetry among the interpersonal interrelationship of agents
within the community by letting the network structure net = ‘Star-shape’ and ‘Fully-connected’ in accordance
with the input settings of Scenario I. Following the design of experiments (DOE) principles (Lorscheid et al.
2012), we use the full factorial experimental design solution and set the actual number of simulation runs for
each parameter configuration numSimRunsactual = 100 with the estimated expected power (EEP) greater
than 0.90, and keep each simulation run lasts 8000 rounds. We then calculate mean output values for each
parameter configuration over all simulation when they reach stable status (if such stable a status exists), as
shown in Figure 10.

4.22 Regarding the exploitation, we conclude that the different level of power asymmetry over interpersonal inter-
relationships (i.e., represented by the Star-shape and Fully-connected network structures in our model) deter-
mines the way of how competitive pressures diffuse across all the linked neighbors, which arises the possibility
for the exploitative activities to occur. Simulation results as shown in the top line of Figure 10a and 10b indi-
cate that the Star-shape network (i.e., a high level of power asymmetry) behaves much better than that of the
Fully-connected network structure (i.e., a low level of power asymmetry) resulting in bigger values of the syn-
chrony of individual actions Ls and the community’s performance H . This is because the centralized power
in the community, which facilitates the transmission of competitive pressures from person to person, thereby
stimulating the agents’ exploitative activities. However, the tight coupling relationship of actions within and
between organizational tasks (i.e., the increase of the K and S values), to some extent helps the routines sys-
tem resist variations, resulting in a decrease of the synchrony of individual behaviors Ls, but an increase of the
organizational performance H . Further, we find that the stickiness of actions across different organizational
tasks (e.g., S = 1) would limit agents’ possibility to exploit and vary their contemporary actions, weaking the
effect of different network structures.

4.23 In terms of exploration (e.g., as shown in the middle line of Figure 10a and 10b, the Fully-connected network
facilitates communication and imitation between agents. This promotes distant or long jump of strategic search
of agents. Therefore, the Fully-connected network performs better than that of the Star-shape network with
much higher levels of the synchrony of individual actions Ls and organizational performance H . Additionally,
although the variation of K and S values to a large extent affects the output Ls, it has no significant impact on
organizational performance H .

4.24 Furthermore, we observed both exploration and exploitation as shown in the bottom line of Figure 10a and 10b,
and found the combined effect. With the loose coupling relationship of actions within and between organiza-
tional tasks (e.g., smallK andS values), the exploitation dominates the agents’ strategic search and optimizing
process. In this case, the Star-shape network works much better in comparison with the Fully-connected net-
work. By increasing the stickiness of actions either within or between organizational tasks (e.g., K = 3 and
7; S = 1), exploration replaces exploitation and becomes a crucial role during the strategic search and opti-
mizing process of agents across the community. Thereby, the Fully-connected network outperforms Star-shape
network. By doing this, human actors’ explorative and exploitative activities constantly intertwine with the or-
ganizational structure to match the near-decomposability characteristic of organizational tasks, keeping the
routines system from becoming either rigidity or collapse.
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Figure 10: Simulation results of Scenario I (whereperror = 0.00) (a) the synchrony level of actions among agents
Ls; And (b) the community’s performance H .

4.25 When we consider the possibility of errors occurring in imitation between agents by following the input settings
of Scenario II (where, for example, perror = 0.01), it is obvious that those errors of imitation have no influence
on human actors’ exploitative activities, but only affect the fulfillment of explorative activities by yielding a di-
versity of alternative solutions and expanding the strategic search space of agents across the community. The
simulation results shown in the top line of Figure 11a and 11b indicate that such a minor but random distur-
bance in imitation and exploration do not lead to the fluctuation of the routines system. Instead, it is beneficial
to ease and fully accelerate the strategic search and optimizing processes of agents. As a result, we can observe
the consequential improvement of simulation outputs for both Star-shape and Fully-connected networks. Fur-
thermore, when perror > 0, the Fully-connected network strengthens the propagation of novelty originated
from imitation errors by facilitating communication and imitative activities among agents. This explains why
Fully-connected network behaves better than that of the Star-shape network.

4.26 In addition, we observed the very similar patterns as those appeared in Scenario I for the situation with both
exploration and exploitation as shown in the bottom line of Figure 11a and 11b. However, the trend of these pat-
terns is perceptibly intensified due to the impact of errors in imitation and exploration (e.g., the increase of the
perror values). This happens when the loose coupling relationship of actions within and between organizational
tasks exists, the exploitation dominates agents’ strategic search and optimizing process, emphasizing the step-
by-step strategic search and optimization to prevent the routine system from collapsing. In this context, the
Star-shape network outperforms the Fully-connected network at facilitating the diffusion of competitive pres-
sures and providing opportunities for the exploitative activity. In contrary, the tight coupling relationship of
actions within and between organizational tasks requires the exploration to take control of the strategic search
and optimizing process to prevent routine systems from becoming rigid, calling for the Fully-connected network
to seek for an adaptive changing performance in the community.
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Figure 11: Simulation results of Scenario II (where perror = 0.01) (a) the synchrony level of actions among
agents Ls; And (b) the community’s performance H .

Discussion

5.1 This study aims to comprehend human actors’ exploration and exploitation regarding artifacts while repeti-
tively enacting organizational routines. A brief overview of literature outlined the development trajectory of
the scholars’ understanding of the role of artifacts and the materiality in routines performances, and addressed
those artifacts as the nexus connecting individual situated actions to the collective outcome as patterned rou-
tines (Gao et al. 2018; Gao 2019). To investigate the logic between artifacts-based exploration and exploita-
tion on the one hand, and the ‘(re)framing-overflowing’ interaction loop amidst routine performances and arti-
facts as artifactual representations (D’Adderio 2008, 2011) on the other, we conducted an agent-based modeling
study on the formation dynamics of organizational routines over time from the ‘bottom-up’.

5.2 The results reveal the complex matching relations among (1) the interdependences between situated-actions
within and between organizational tasks, (2) artifacts-based explorative and exploitative activities carried out
by human actors, and (3) organizational structures or the power asymmetry that characterizes the interper-
sonal interrelationship across the routines system, as represented in Figure 12. Such compatible relations of
the three key points specify the micro-foundation and mechanisms underpinning routines’ formation dynam-
ics over time. This theoretically contributes to the literature on routine dynamics research, and further provides
suggestions on designing routine performances (Pentland & Feldman 2008; Glaser 2017; Murray et al. 2021) vis-à
the artifacts design for the managerial practice.

5.3 Firstly, human actors’ explorative and exploitative activities provide a profitable but new opportunity to con-
sider the role of artifacts and materiality during the enactment of organizational routines. Scholars challenged
the traditional view on technical or material determinism (Orlikowski 2007; Leonardi & Barley 2008), through
engaging practice theory and addressing routines as effortful and emergent accomplishments (Pentland &
Rueter 1994; Feldman 2000; Feldman & Pentland 2003), rather than mindless, rigid, and mundane (Cohen 2007).
Artifacts such as written rules, machines and technology provide guidance and control for the enactment of
routines by delimiting and closing human actors’ search spaces. However, they are often incomplete and do
not perfectly determine actions. Pentland & Feldman (2008) admitted the difference between design and use
of artifacts, and argued that ‘designing things while hope for patterns of action is a mistake’ (p.236). One of
the reasons is that human actors can always (re)interpret and make changes to the guidance provided by arti-
facts (D’Adderio 2008; Geiger & Schröder 2014). The personal experience, cognitive capacity, and mindfulness
of those human actors in either exploration or exploitation regarding existing artifacts largely explains why the
gap between routines performances and the artifacts as artifactual representations is oftentimes addressed
in literature (e.g., Desai 2010; Geiger & Schröder 2014; Aroles & McLean 2016; Glaser 2017). It also addresses
sources of the novelty and change originate in the course of routines.
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5.4 Secondly, considering the impact of human actors’ exploration and exploitation on routines performances, it
is worth of theorizing the development and use of artifacts simultaneously (Pollock & Williams 2016; Glaser
2017). The material properties of artifacts established during the design maintain constraints and affordances
for human actors to act and interact (D’Adderio 2008). However, those symbolic messages embedded in various
artifacts and the materiality are incomplete and requires interpretation for routines performances (Cacciatori
2012). Human actors with bounded capacity have their discretion to interpret, and further explore and exploit
the symbolic messages embodied and displayed in artifacts (D’Adderio 2008). This leads to the divergence or
the drift of routines actual performances from the intended design (D’Adderio 2008, 2011; Pentland & Feldman
2008; Pentland et al. 2020).

Figure 12: Compatible relations of organizational tasks, artifacts-based explorative and exploitative activities,
and the organizational structure.

5.5 Intentional deviations from the formal rules and procedures inherent in material artifacts could lead to nega-
tive consequences such as problematic performance shortfalls, but potentially benefit the organization in the
long term (Appelbaum et al. 2007; Desai 2010). Based on the compatible relations as shown in Figure 12, we
have proposed a guideline for artifacts and performances design (Pentland & Feldman 2008; Glaser 2017), tak-
ing into account of internal and external interdependences characteristic of organizational tasks. That is, when
dealing with loose coupling organizational tasks, centralized organizational structure (i.e., represented by the
high-power asymmetry and the Star-shape network) facilitates the diffusion of competitive pressures across
the community. This promotes exploitative activities and enhances organizational effectiveness, simultane-
ously keeps the routines system from breakdown. To achieve this, those formal rules and procedures inherent
in the material artifacts need to be processual and descriptive enough to enforce the consistency of individ-
ual actions (Gao et al. 2018), encouraging exploitative activities for gradually step-by-step strategic search and
optimization.

5.6 When dealing with tight coupling organizational tasks, decentralized organizational structure (i.e., represented
by the low power asymmetry and the Fully-connected network) accelerates the communication and imitation
between human actors, encouraging exploration across the community to improve fitness with the environ-
ment and avoid the rigidity and inertia in routines performances. In such cases, it is better to have those formal
rules and procedures of material artifacts which are open and goal-oriented to encourage innovation and cre-
ativity (Weichbrodt & Grote 2010) through undertaking explorative activities.

5.7 Nonetheless, it worth noting that many contemporary organizations are multinational corporations located
in various countries and regions (Zimmermann 2011; Puranam et al. 2014). These organizations often use ad-
vanced information and communication technologies (ICTs) much more than face-to-face meetings to commu-
nicate and coordinate between employees. Deep and interactive communication can increase the perceived
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proximity of virtual members, moderate the negative effect of virtuality (Wilson et al. 2008; Zimmermann 2011),
and facilitate explorative activities. Decentralization of organizational structure and effective communication
becomes even more crucial when organizational tasks get complex (Blanco-Fernández et al. 2022). Therefore,
we assert that a careful balance between the task complexity, organizational structures and artifacts design is
always desirable.

5.8 Finally, the disturbance, even the minor ones during human actors’ imitation and exploration vis-à existing
artifacts are worth of paying attention to. This is because imperfect imitation and exploration including the in-
tended improvisation or accidental errors in strategic copying could lead to essential novelties. This increases
search opportunities (Lazer & Friedman 2007), and expand the potential space examined by multiple human
actors, resulting in a high level of organizational performance. When it comes to interdependent organizational
tasks and/or routines, both intended and unintended variations are of strategic importance for organizations
to promote innovation and creativity (Deken et al. 2016; Sonenshein 2016). However, Zbaracki & Bergen (2010)
found that introducing large variations in those interdependent actions would significantly breakdown rou-
tines. Routine dynamics research has shown that routines are effortful and emergent accomplishments (Feld-
man et al. 2016). Therefore, we should perpetually tolerate the minor disturbance during the repetitive enact-
ment of routines. This leads to an open question of how such disturbances/variations (e.g., either intended or
unintended) affect routine formation dynamics over time, which is worth of exploring in the future work.

Conclusion

6.1 Artifacts and the materiality are important in shaping the course of organizational routines (D’Adderio 2008,
2011; Cacciatori 2012). Those material artifacts provide constraints and affordances for multiple human ac-
tors, also they act as intermediaries regulate the interactions between the ostensive and performative aspects
of patterned routines. This paper focuses on investigating the ways human actors engage in artifacts-based
explorative and exploitative activities. We treat those material artifacts as the nexus connecting individual sit-
uated actions with the collective phenomena such as organizational routines (Gao et al. 2018; Gao 2019). The
essential logic beneath such a micro-macro link created by artifacts and the materiality allows us to conduct an
agent-based modeling study on the formation dynamics of organizational routines from the ‘bottom-up’.

6.2 The contributions of our research work are twofold. Firstly, we contribute to the literature of routine dynamics
by uncovering multiple human actors’ artifacts-based explorative and exploitative activities. The finding pro-
vides insight of how social and material settings would affect routines’ formation over time. Secondly, our sim-
ulation results display the compatible relations of the three key points including interdependences between
situated-actions within and between organizational tasks, artifacts-based explorative and exploitative activi-
ties carried out by multiple human actors, and organizational structures or the power asymmetry characteriz-
ing the interpersonal interrelationship across the routines system. These complex matching relations further
provide managers in practice with appropriate guidelines for designing routine performances vis-à the artifacts
design.

6.3 We acknowledge that our study has limitations. Firstly, we employed a typified agent-based model to test the
theoretical ideas emerged from literature, which can be perceived to lack of empirical evidence. Hence, the
findings should be further verified by empirical data in the future work. The limitation of being abstract and
lack of empirical evidence is often associated with studies using agent-based model (Boero & Squazzoni 2005).
However, engaging practice theory in routine dynamics research during the past two decades has been em-
phasizing the actual performances of routines (Feldman & Orlikowski 2011) and calls for using the complicated
empirical simulation models to capture the natural world of organizational routines (Gao 2021; Gao & Akbari-
tabar 2022). To address this limitation, future studies could use well-grounded empirical data to validate and
calibrate input settings of the simulation model. We believe integrating simulation models with fieldwork will
increase the descriptive capacity and ensure validity of those simulation models, hence building confidence
and trust in the simulation findings (Edmonds & Moss 2004; Gao & Akbaritabar 2022).

6.4 Secondly, we drew our discussion from the concept community (Cohendet & Llerena 2003) and followed March’s
(1991) framework of exploration and exploitation regarding material artifacts. Though the clear focus on these
two concepts allowed us to analyze the intricate relationship between the various relevant factors in depth, we
limited our discussion at the community level. Our robustness testing shows that the variation in community
size (e.g., ranging from 5 to 20) has no significant impacts on simulation outputs including the synchrony of ac-
tion sequences and the performance of the community. We primarily used random network as the benchmark,
and considered the classic Star-shape and Fully-connected network models to represent vertical and horizontal
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organizational structures as the two ends of the spectrum of power asymmetry. However, Lazer & Friedman
(2007) and Fang et al. (2010) developed their simulation models at the organization scale with the population
of 100 and 280 individual agents, respectively. Their models highlighted the importance of much more com-
plicated organizational structures such as semi-isolated subgroups in achieving the balance of exploration and
exploitation. We do not believe our analyzing results can be directly extrapolated to the organization level.
Instead, some modifications are necessary when discussing routines formation at the organizational level.

6.5 Furthermore, it is important to note that our model assumes artifacts and the materiality involved in the rou-
tines system keep unchanged during the simulation runs, meaning that learning activities just occur among
individual human actors. The model does not consider organizational learning that encodes knowledge from
higher-performing individuals into artifacts or even creates new artifacts. In this case, coordination (i.e., the
synchrony of individual actions) seems more like an emerging result, rather than as an essential mechanism un-
derpinning routines’ formation or even organizational adaptation dynamics (Koçak et al. 2022). Further study
of routine dynamics could address this limitation by considering both individual and organizational learning
simultaneously in the pursuit of the balance of exploration and exploitation with regards to artifacts. This can
be achieved through extending this model in the future.
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